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Course Details of M.Sc. Fhysics 2019-ZA2l

(for

Colleges)

COURSE DETAILS
M. Sc. PIIYSICS First SEMESTER (July - December 2019)

Note: Each course shall be of 100 Marks out ofrvhich 15 rnarks are allotted to internal
assessment and 85 marks for University exatnination. Minimuin pass marks are 05 for tlie
intemal assessment and 29 for the Universitv examination.
THEORY COURSES

I
Unit-l
Unit - ll
Unit Ill
Unit IV
Unit V

METHODS IN MATHEMATICAL PHVSICS
Tensor Analysis
Elements of Complex Variable
Theory ofFourier and Laplace Transtbrms
Special Functions
Partial Differential Equations

PT I02
L]nit- I
Unit II
Unit - lll
Unit - lV
Unit V

CL,ASSICA,I, MECHANICS
Lagrangian Mechanics
Variational Principle
Tr.vo body central force problem and scattering
ll oscillations
Transformation and equation ollnotion

PT

PT

_

1O

- I 03

Unit I
Unit - Il

Unit - III
Unit - IV
Unit -V

PT_
Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit

104
I
1I
- III
- IV
-V
-

ELECTROMAGNETISM AND LASER OPTICS
Application of Maxwell Equations
Electromagnetic Wave an isotropic Mediulr
Electromagnetic Wave Interactior.rs
Elements of Laser Ph;,sics
Nonlinear Optics
SEM]CONDUCTORELECTRONICS
Biasing Techniques and Linear Amplifier
Power Amplifier and Oscillators
Wave Shaping Circuits
Basics of Differential and Operational Amplifiers
Application of Operational Ampli{ier

LABORA IORY COURSES
PL
PL

- 105
-

106

General Laboratory

Electronics Laboratoly
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Course Dctails of M.Sc. Physics 2019-2021 (

for Colleges)

METHODS IN MATHI,IVIATICAL PHYSICS

Max. Marks:85

['ass Marks: 29

Note: This

paper has been divided into FlVE units. The paper rvill be set as per existing
exatlrination norrns covering uniformll.' all the r-rnits and providing to the exarninee
sufficient choice in each unit.

Unit-l

Tcnsor Analysis
Definition of Tensor and its rank, Translormation lar.vs of covariant, contra'ariant and
mired tensors, Fr"rndamental Operations rvith tensors (addition, subtraction and
multiplication), Jnner and outer product, Contraction of tensors, Associated tensors.
Christofi'el symbols, covariant differentiation of tensor
Unit - II Elements of Compler Yariatrle
Functions of a complex variable. the derivative and the Cauchy-Riemann dift'erentiat
equations, line integrals ofcomplex functions, Cauchy's integral theorern. Cauchy,s integral
formula, Taylor's series, Laurent's series" residues; Cauchy's residue theorem, singular
points ofan analytic function, evaluation ofresidues. Jordon-Lemma. evaluation of definite
integrals,.

Unit - III Theory ofFourierand Laplace Transforms
Fourier series analysis, evaluation of constants. Fourier sine. cosine and complex
transflofms, transfbrms of derivatives. convolution theorem, parseval's relaiion.
Momentum representation: Exanrples fr.om optics. Electrolnagnetism and quantLr;n
mechanics, Laplace transfomrs(LT) of simple function and delivatives, LT and sohrtion of
simple differential equations. convolution theorerr.
Unit - IV Special Functions
Singularity structure of a general second order homogeneous dif'ferential equation :
ordinary points. regular and irregular points. indicial equation, The point at infinity, series
expansion method for solving differential equations, series solutions, Generating functions
and recurrence relations and orthogonality of Legendre and Herntite polynomials
Unit - V Partial Differential Equations
Laplace equation, 2-D study florv of heat, circular harmonics, conducting cylinder in a
uniforrn field. The potential of a ring, The potential about a spherical surface, the equation
of heat, conduction or diffiision, variable iineal tlorv, trvo-dirnensional heat colrlirction.
temperature inside a circular plate.
BOOKS RTCOMMENDED

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Applied Mathematics for Engineers and Physicist: pipes
Mathematical Physics: Harper.
AdvancedEngineeringMathematics:Kreyszig
Schaurn Series for Transforms. Complex Variables and Tensors
Mathernatical Methods: Arfken
Elements of Complex variables: Churchill
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Max. Marks:

Course Details of M.Sc. Physics 2019-2021

(for

Colleges)

CLASSICALMECHANICS
85

Pass Marks: 29

Note: This paper has been divided into FIVE units. The paper r.vill be set as per existing
examination norms covering uniforrnly all tlrc rrnil> rnd providing to lhe exatninee
sut'ficient choice in eacii unit.
Unit

-I

Lagrangian Mechanics

Mechanics of a particle, Mechanics of a system of particles. Constraints, Generalised
coordinates. De Alembert's principle and Lagrangian equations. Lagrangian for a charged
partcle in an electromagnetic field, application of Lagrangian fbrmulation to (a) single
particle in space,
(b) Atr.vood's maclrine.

Unit

- II

Variational Principle

Hamilton's principle, some techniques of the calculus of variation. application to (a)
geodesics in a plane (b) minirnurn s,.rface of r.evol,.ttion. Derivation of t-agrange,s equation
Iiom Hamilton's principle, Conservation Iar.vs and cor.resoonding symmetry principles

Unit

- III

Trvo body central force problem and scattering

Reduction of two bod1, central force problem to the equivalent one body problern. The
equation of rrotion and the first integrals, classification of orbits. the virial theorem, the
Kepler problem, scattering in a central folce field. Ruthertbrd scattering, transfbrmation of
the scattering problera to Iaboratory coordinates.

Unit

- IV

Small oscillations

Formulation of the problem. the Eigen value equation. frequencies of free vibration, free
vibration of a linear tri atomic molecule, transition from a discrete to a continuous system,
the Lagrangian formulation for continuous system.

Unit

-V

Transformation and equation of motion

Lagendre transformations and the Hamilton equations

ol motion, cyclic coordinates and
conservation theorem, Hamilton's equation frorn variational principle, equation of
canonical transformation, Poisson brackets: Dellnition and itlentity relation. equation of
motion and conservation theorem in the Poisson bracket fonnr"rlation, the Hamilton-Jacobi
equation for Hamilton's principal function, the Hannonic oscillator problem as an example
of Hamilton-Jacobi method.
BOOKS RFCOMMENDED

1.
2.

C

lassical Mechanics: Coldstein.

ClassicalMechanics:'l'akrvale
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trLECTROMAGNETISM AND LASER OPTICS

103

Max. Mar*s:

85

Pass Marks: 29

Note: This

paper has been divided into FIVE units. The paper.rvill be set as per existing
examinatior norms coveri*g unilormly all the units and providing to thi examinei
sufficient choice in each unit.

Unit - I
Application of Maxrvell Equations
Max*'ell's equation, Field energy. Poynting theorem, plane wave solutior.r of Maxrvell,s
equations, Reflection and Ref'raction at a plane boundary of dielectrics, polarization by
reflection and total internal reflection. waves in a conducting medium. Reflection and
re lraction by the ionosphere.
Unit - II
Electromagnetic Waves in Anisotropic Medium
The dielectric tensor of an anisotropic medium, structure of a nronochr.omatic plane rvave
in an anisotropic medium: The phase velocity and the ray velocity, Fresnel,s tbrmulae for
the propagation of E.M. wave in crystals, Geometrical constructions for deterurining the
velocities of propagation and directions of vibrations, optical properties of uniaxiaiand
biaxial crystals: The optical classification of crystals, E.M. wave propagation in uniaxial
crystais.
Unit - III

[lectromagnetic Wave Interactions

E'M. wave propagation in biaxial crystals Reflaction in crystals: double refi-action, internal
and external conical refiaction. experimental demonstration of double refraction and
conical refraction, Acoustic-optic interaction: Rarnan-Nath theory of ultrasonic difliaction
ol'-E.M. rvaves, magneto-optic interaction: Faladay effect, Electio-optic interaction: Kerr
effect, interaction with matter: (a) normal and anomalous dispersion (b) Ral,,ieigh

scattering.

Unit - IV

Elements of Laser Physics

The Laser amplifier: Amplifier gain. amplifier phase shift, Arnplifier power source: Rate
equation, ibur and three level pumping schemes, Examples oi Iu.", amplifiers,
characteristics of the laser output: Power, spectal distribution, Spatial distribution anj
polarization, Mode selection, Characteristics of common lasers.

Unit -V
Nonlinear Optics
Nonlinear optical media. Second order nonlinear optics second harmonic and rectification.
The electro-optics effect, Three-r.vave mixing, Third order nonlinear optics, Third harnronic
generation and selfpulse modulation, four rvave mixing, optical pulse conjugation.
Books Recorrrrended

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Introduction.ol electrodvnam ics: Criftith
Foundation of electromagneric Theorl.: Reitz, Millfbrd and Christy.
Plasma physics by F.F. Chen
Electromagnetic r.vaves and r.adiation systems: Jordan and ball man
Classical electrodynam ics: Jackson
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(for

Colleges)

SEMICONDUCTOR ELECTRONICS

Max. Marks: 85

Pass Marks: 29

Note: -l'his paper has been divided into FIVE units. The paper rvill be set as per existing
examination nornrs covering unitbrmly all the Lrnits and providing to the examinee sufficient choice
in each uni!.

Unit-l

Birsing Techniques and Linear Antplifier
continuity eqLration and its application to p-njunction under forlvard and reverse bias, Solution of
continuity' eqLration for reversed and foru'ard biased abrupt p-n junctions, Derivation of Einsteir's
equation, Load line for a transistor, Location of Q-point fbr the bipolar transistor, variation ol bias
cLrrrcLrt. f-ixed and ernitter leedback bias, Design idea ol emitter feed back bias, Stability index.
Stabilization against variation in Ii:o, Vac and b,'l'he band pass anplifier, High tr.equency
cqUivalent circuit, RC coupled CE amplifier, its freqUency response and gain lrequency plot^ Gain
band product, cascading ofarnplifiers, common source FET amplifier.

II
Porver Amplifier antl Oscillators
operating conditions for power amplifier, power relations- The ideal tr.ansformer, r,oltage
Iimitations of'tlte transformet, non-linear distortion, Idea of intermodulation distortion. The class .4
power atlpiiiier-, The push-puii amp1ifiel, Feedback requirements of oscillatiors, Basic oscillator
analysis. l-larlley anC Colpitt oscillators, Piezo-electr.ic- freqLrency control , RC oscillators.
Llnit-

III
Wave Shaping Circuits
Linear rvave shaping. High pass RC circuit, High pass RCt circrrit as a clifi'erentiator, Low pass RC
circuit, Low pass RC circuit as a integrator, Non-linear rvave shaping. Shunt diocie clipper and
seiies diode cJippers, Double ended p-n junction and Zener djode clipper. circuits, Clamping
Unit-

circuits, Zero level and given level clamping, Funrlanentals of voltage and curent srveep
geneHtors, sweep \yave foms. Miller integati g srveep ci|cuits, BJocking and rriggerecl transistor
blocking oscillator

Unit - Masics
of Differential and Operational Amplifiers
Ditf'erential amplifier. Differential arnplifier circuit corifigr-rration, Dual inpLrt balancerl output
difttLential anrplifier, Voltage gain, differential input resistance. inverting and non-inverring inpirts.
conmon mode rejection ratio, operational anrplifier, input offset voltage. input cfliet cur.rints,
input bias currents, difrerential input resistance, input capacitance, oflset voltaie supply, rejection
ratio, Ideal oP Arrp, equivalent circuit ofan oP Arnp, icleal voltage transfer curve, inverting, dLral
and non-inverting amplifier, measurement ofOP Amp parameters, frequency response

Application of Operational Amplifier
-V
of oP Amp as sign changer, scale changer, ptrase shitier', voltage to current converter.
differential dc arnpiifier, bridge amplifier, ac voltage follower. analog integration and
Unit

Use

differentiation, electronic analog computation, Non-linear function generator, seriei and shunt
regulator

UOOK\ RE(-Ol\ I\4 FN DED

.
2.
L
4.
5.
6.
i

l- lecrronics Fu''rdalne lals antl Applicarion: J-D. Rl der
Solid State Electronic Devices: B.G.Streetrran
t leclron ic Prirrcipals: Malrirro
Principals of Microwave: At\.varter
Electromagnetic Wave and Radiating System:Jorden and Ballmon
Electronic Devices and Circuits: Millman and Halkius
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Coulse Details of M.Sc. Physics 20I9-2021

COURSE DETAILS

{tor

Colleges)

Ihtd SEIUIESTER (Jarunrll - June 2020)
PHYSICS

Note: Each course shall be ol 100 Marks out of which I5 marks are allotted to internal assessrnent
and 85 marks lbr Universitl' exanlination. Minimurn pass marks are 05 for the internai assessment
and 29 fo; the University examination.
THEORY COURSES
PT

-

20

I CLASSICAL ELEC'| ROD\NAMICS, PLASMA AND ANTENNAE PHYSICS

UNIT-l
UNIT - II
UNIT - III
TJNIT - lV
UNIT-V
PT

DipoleRadiation
Radiation from A Point

Char

Plasma Physics

Single Particle Theory and Wave propagation
Antenna Affays

202 NONRELATIVISTIC QUANTUM
Fundamentals

Unit - I
Unit - tl
Unit - III
Unit - IV
Unit - V

-qe

MECHANICS

Three-dimensional Systems

Matrix Theory
Approximation Methods
Approx;mation Methods for Bound States -

PT

2OJ BASIC ELEMENTS OF SOLID STATE

Unit
Unit

-I
- ll

Unit

Unit
Unit

- III
- IV
-V

J

PI

I

IYSICS

Crystal Structure
Lattice Dynamics and Therntal Properties
Electronic Energy Bands
Elements of Serriconductor PJ.rysics
Optical Propelties of Solids

PT _ 204

DIGITAL ELECTRONICS. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS AND COMPUTER
PROGRA.MMINC
Unit I
Binary Logic- Digital Switcl.ring Circuits. Counters
Unit II
Numerical Solutions. Least Square liits and Error Anall,sis
Unit - ll I
lntelpolation, Numerical lntegration and Solution ol Dlfferential Equations
Unil

-

IV

Unit-V

Computer prograrnrning
Programming in 'C'

LABORATORY COURSES
PL - 20.5
PL - 206

General Laboratories
Electronics Laboratory
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Course Details of M.Sc. Physics 2019-2021 (

for Colleges)

PT 201 CLASSICAL ELECTRODI'NAMICS, PLASMA ANDANTENNAE PHYSICS

Mar. Marks:

85

Pass

Marks: 29

Note: This paper has been divided into_FIVE units. -Dre paper r.vill be set as per existing

exantination notms covering urrifbrmly all the units and proviclineio the examinee sulhcient choic!
in each unit.

UNIT-

I

Dipole Radiation

Maxlvell's equations in terms of scalar and vector potelltial, cauge transformations: Lorentz gauge
and coulomb gauge, Retarded potentials, Radiation tionr oscillating electric and magnetic di-polis
with sintple appiications.

UNIT -

II

Radiation from a Point Charge

Lienard - Wiechart potet.ttials, Fields due to point charge in unifbrm and accelerated motions,
Powel radiated by a point charge (in non relativistic lirnit). Radiatiou reaction: Abraham Lorentz
tbrmula, Physical origin of the radiation reaction.
UNIT -

III

Plasma Physics

of Plasrna iu nature, D-efinitio, of plasnra, concept ol temperature. Debye shielding,
The Plasma Parameter, criteria fo, plasma, plasrna cliagrostics by-Langmuir piobe and b"y
rnicrorvave techniques, PIasma oscillalions, adiabatic invariints, plasrna confinement by magetic
occumence

mirrors and by pinch effect condition for reflection by milrors.

UNIT - IV Single Particle Theory & Wave propagation
Hydro ma-gnetic description of plasma, Hvdro rnagnelic \vaves, Magneto sonic and Alfven waves,
Motion of charged parlic]e in Electric Magnetic E and B t'ields, Giavitational field, time varyinj
fields, Phase velocity, Group verocity, cutoff ancr resonance for erectromagneti. ,"uu. proprgutir!
parallel and perpendicLllar to the rragnetic field.

UNIT-

V

Antenna Arrays

Trvo element array, Florizontal pattem in broadcast arra1,, Lineal array, Mu]tiplication of patterns,
Binomial arays, Antenna gain, Effective area, Antenna terminal rmpeiance, Id'ea of super directive
armys, Radiation from current sheet.
Books

l.
2.
3.
4.

R

ecornmended:

Classical Electrodynamics by J.D. Jakson
lntroduction to plasrna physics by F.F. Chen
E.M. Waves and Radiating systems by Jorden and Ballnan
Introduction to Classical Electrodynamics by Griffth
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_202 NONRELATIV]STIC
Marks:S5

Max.

(tor

Colleges)

QUANTUM MECHANICS _ I
pass Marks: 29

Notc: This paper has bccn diviclcd into FI\/[ unirs. Thc papel s ill b('scr as per existing cxamination norms
covering uniformll,all the units and pror,iding to the exantinee sutficient choice in each unit.
U

I

nit -

Fundamentals

correspondence principle. complerrentaritl. uncenainty. schrddinger \yave equation, Separation

of the time

dependent wave equation. Eigenfunctions and eigenvahres. stationary states,
Prcbability density, Normaiisation. Expectation value, Ehrenfest's tireorern, Free particle solution.
Boundary and CcniinrLitv conditions. One-dimensional step potential (finite ancl infinite), particle
in a one-dimensional scluare polertiai well (finite and infinite), 'ltre rectangular poteltial barrier.
paritr of ri'ave ftrnction, oilhonormality, schmidt orthogonalization, Schr.varz inequality, Linear
harmonic oscillator. Dvnaurical variables as operators, Hennitian operators and their properties,

Unit -

II

Three-d inrersional Systems
Particle in a three-dimensional box, The Dirac delta-finction, . central iorce problem in tluee
dimensions, Separalion of llre r'vave equation- Bound states in a three-dirnensional square potential
wel[, Solution 1br 1:0. lnterior and exterior solutions lor arbitrary '/'. The hydrogen atom wave

functions, Energy levels. Degeneracy Energl eigenvalues of a three-clinrensional hannonic
oscillator. Energy eigen..'alLres of (a) plane rigid rotator (b) 3-D rigid rotator. paftiai wave
expansion of a fiee parricle rvave function. Angular momentun operalors, orbital angular
nomentum, Commumtiou reiations, Eigenfunctions and Eigenvalues

ofL, ancl L,
Matrix Theory
Hilber space, Linear vector Space. dirnensions and basis, operators, commutator algebra
derivation ofuncertainty relation through operato's, poshrlates ofquantum nrechanics.
Unit -

lll

Matrix formulation of qrtanlunr theoly (representation in discrete basis) rnatrix representation of
vector and operators, Bra and Ket notations. proiection operators, matrix theory of Linear lrarmonic
oscillator', nlatrices tbr a, r-, p and H
Angular momentum: Matrix lorrnulation of angulal n]ornentum, matrices for J, and j,, addition of

two angular mome!]tnm.
Spin-Pauli spin matrices and their algebra.

Unit - IV

Anproximation Methods
Forrnulation of variational approx;mation method, applicatiou of variational method:

(l) ground
of helium atonr. (2) zero point energy of Simpre Harmonic oscifiator. The wKB
approximatior.r. Application of wl(B approxirnation: (1) comectiorl fonnulas lor penetration
state

though a balrier, (2) bound ener.gy levels in a potential r.vell.

V

Unit Approximation Methods 1br Bound States - I
Stationary perturbation theory, Nondegenerate case, Formulation upto second or.der, perlurbation
of
a linear harmonic oscillator (i) estimation ol corection to second order for penurbation tenns
depending on x and x2 (ii) tlrst order correction to energy by xr and xa type ten.,it, Ground stut"
oi
Heliurn atom, Stark ellect ofa plalte rigid rotator.
Books llecontmended:

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Intro. to quanhrm rnechanics David

j Criffith

Quantunr lvlechairics: I-.1. SchilL:

Quantum Mechanics: .1.T. Po\\cll ancl Crasemann
Quantum Mcch. & Ficld l hcor.y B) ,, Agra\&al.
Quantum lvlechanics A. K. C;hatak & S,l,oknathan
Intro. to quantunt nrcohanics bv Pa,/ing <t ll;ilson
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for Collegcs)

@t
PT 203
Max. Marks:

CONDENSED MATTER PI{YSTCS - I
85

Pass Marks : 29

Note: This paper has been divided inlo FIVE units, The paper will be set as per existing
examination notms covering unitbrnly al1 the Lrnits and providing to the examinee sutficient choice
in each unit-

-

Unit

1

Crystal Structure

A revierv of concepts of space and crystal lattice, Prirnitive vectors and cells; symmetry elements.
Millel indices for planes and axes. Space gr.onps and point groups, Bragg's law, Construction of
reciprocal lattice. r'eciprocal lattice Vectors, Brillion zones, Reciprocal Iattice of SC. BCC and FCC,
Structure and atomic factors
Unit

- li

Lattice Dynamics and Thennal Propefties

Vibrations of one dimensional monoatomic and diatomic lattices, Quantization of lattice vibrations.
Phonon momentum, Qualitative description ofphonons in thlee dimensional lattice, phonon density
of states. Einstein and Debye models of lattice specific heat, Anharraonic effects in crystali:
themal expansion of solids, Equation of states of solids, Phonon-phonon interxction ard tlielrnal
cord uctivit;

Unit

- lll

Ucctronic Errergy Bands

A brief review ofproperties of free electron gas, Hail efrect and quantised Hall efitct, The periodic
potentials, Bloch theorcm and Born-von Kramer boundary conditions, ceneral remarks about
Bloch theore,r, Ferrni surface, Electron density of states, Kroning-penny model, Equation lor
electron wave in a periodic potential: solution of central equation, approximate solution near zone
boundary, construction of Fenni surlbces, The tight binding approximation ror bond structure.
Effective mass in solids

Unit

- IV

Elements of Seniconductor Physics

Examples of semiconductors, Typical band structure of a semiconductor, Nunber cf carriers in
thermal equilibrium, Intrinsic (non-degenerate) semiconductors, Extrinsic setniconductors. Eifect

of

doping, Impurity levels, Population

of

impurity levels, Fields and carrier densities in

equilibriunr, p-n junctions, Elementary picture olrectification by p-n junction.

Unit-

V

Optical Properlies ofSolids

Optical reflectance, Kramers-Kroning relations, Electronic intra and inter band transitions. Direct
and indirect transitions, Absorption of Iight in rnetals and semiconductors, Idea of bxcitons,
Elements ofRaman effects in solids, Energy loss by fast moving particle in solids
BOOKS RECOMMENDED

I.
2.
i.
4.

Inloduction to solid state physics: Kittel
Solid State Physics: Ashcroffand Merrnin
An introduction to x-my crystallogmphy: rvoolfson

5.

Solid state Physics: Azaroff
lllteflnediate quantunr theory of crystalline so lids: Aniamalu

6.

Solid state Ph,vsics: Epifanov
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Course Details of M.Sc. Physics 2019-2021 (

for Colleges)

DIGITAL ELECTRONICS, NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
AND COMPUTER PROGRAMMING

Max. Marks:85

Pass Marks : 29

Note: This oapcr ltas becn dividcd into FM units. Thc papcr r.r,ill bc sct as pcr r:xisring cranrinutiun nulms
cor.ering unilb|nrl1' all the units and providing to the examinee sufljci(jnt clloice in each unit.

Urit

I

Binary Logic. Digital Switching Circuits, CoLtnters

Binaq, numbeI svsterns and other codes, Binary

a

thmetic, Boo]ean theorem, synthesjs ofBoolean

functior.rs, Kamaugh diaglam, Logic Gates, combinational
dernultiplexers, Multiplexers, D/A and A/D converters.

logic: half and full

adders,

Clock generator, sequential logic: RS flip flop, D flip flop, T tlip flop. JK flip flop. Master-Slave
flip flop. Shi.ft r'egister, Ripple counter, Decade counter. up-down counter, divicle by n countem,
Synchronous counters, Applications of counters, Dynamic MOS circnit, two plmses of MOS, ldea
of MOS shift register and MOSROM

Unit ll

Numerical Solutions, Least Square Fits and Eror Analysis

Nrrrnet ical solutions of Transcedental equations: Iterative rnethod. Bisection rnetltod. False position
and Ne\\,ton Rapirson method, Numerical solutions of sirnLrltaneous Iinear eqLrations: Gauss
Elirnination and causs Seidel nlethod, Least Square fits: Linear and polynomial regressjon, Effor
analysis: Basic concepts oferrors and their types with special reference to numerical methods

Unit

-

lll

Interpolation. Numerical lntegi.ation and Solution ofDilterential EqUations

lrorward, 13ackrvard and centra] differences and theil syrnbolic relation !vith shift operator, Ne\..,.ton
'5 fonvard and backward intetpolation, Causs centr"l dilference interpolation formLrJa. Trapezoidal

fomLrla and Simpson 1/3 rule, Solution of Difl'erential equation; picard's method, Eulers method,
and RLrnga-Kutta methods (second and Fourth order)
Unir

- lV

( ompulcr Programrning

In oduction to rnodern digital computers, organization to a digital computer, computer instruction
and prograurs, Motivation of high level languages, Basic elernents of an1, proerarnming language.
Arithrnetic expressiorrs, operators, Standard arithmetic functions, lnput and output itate;en;.
various types ofcontlol statements, Ioops, nesting ofloops, concept olrnain program, subprograms,
declarations statements

Unil V

Prog|arnming

in 'C'

c; constants, variables, operaton, header files; staten.rents:
Iuput/olrtput, control, Iooping. general exalrtples based on units Il and III.
lntloduction to programming in
BOOKS RFCOMMF\DED

l. Digital principals and applications: Malvino & Leach
2. Electronic Devices and Circuits: Millman and Halkius
3. Numerical Analysis: Rajararn
4. Computer programning by S.S. Sastri
5. l:ograrnrrring irr C: BalagLrrtrsrr r i
6. Numerical CompLrtational methods by Patil and Verma
nr
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Course Details ofN{.Sc. Physics 2019-2021 ( for Colleges)

COURSE DETA]LS

PHYSICS

III SEMESTER (July - Decentber 2020)

Note: Each course shall be of 100 Marks out of which 15 marks arc allotted to internal assessment and 85
marks for University examination. N,lininrum pass marks are 05 for the intemal assessment and 29 iol the
University examination.

THEORY COURSES.
PT

-

301

QUANTUM MECHANICS - II
Approximation niethods for bound states - II
Approximation methods fol time dependent probicms

Unit - I

Unit Il
Unit - tll

Identical Particles
scattering theory
Elements of relativistic quantum mechanics

Unit - IV
Unit - V

PT

302 ATOMIC PHYSICS, I!{OLECULAR SPECI'ROSCOPY & NUCLEAR iNSTRUNIENTATION
Atomic Physics
-I
Rotational Spectra
- II
unit - Itl
Vibrational and Vibronic Spectra
Unit IV
Fluoresaence Spectroscopy

Unit
Unit

Unit

-v

Nuclear Instrumentation

303 CONDENSED MATTER PIIYSICS
Point Defects and Alloys
UNIT
Dielectric and Ferroelectrics
PT

-

I
Il
UNIT- Itl
UNIT- tV
Unit - V

- iI

UNIT

Magnetic Propeties ofSolids
Superconductivity - I

Superconductivity II

PT _ 3O4A MICROWAVE AND OPTICAL COMN,lUNICATION
Unit Microwave Generators and Solid State Devices
Unit Microwave Propagation and Components

I
II
Unit - III
Microwave Integratcd Circuits
Unit - Mptical
Fibers
Unit - V
Integrated Optics
PT,

3O4B

unit Unit Unit Unit -

MATERIALS SCIENCE

-

I

Classification of Materials
ll
Phase Transitions
III Diffusion in Materials and Microscopy
Mlastic and Anelastic Behavior
I

Unit-V

ExoticMaterials

PT _ 3O4C COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN PHYSICS _ I
Unit
Computer Peripherals
Lnit Assembl) I anguage Progamming
UnitOperating System and SoftB,are

I
ll
lll
unit - IV
Unit - V

MS Office
DBMS

LABORATORY COURSES

- 305 General Laboratory
- 306.4 Eiectronics Laboratory
- 3068 Material Science Laboratorr' .
PL 306C Computer Science Laborator)
PL
PL
PL

tr),
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Course Details of M.Sc. I,hysics 2019-2021 (

for Collcges)

QUANTUN{ MECHANICS . II

Max. Marks:

85

Pass Marks : 29

I Approximation methods for bound states - II
For,ulation offirst order time independent pefturbation theory for degenerate Ievels, Application
to first order stark effect ofa hydrogen like aton, Fine structure splitting of atomic energy levels,
Zeeman effect with and without electron spin.
Unit -

Unit II Approximation rnethods for time dependent problems
Time dependent perturbation theory. first order transition probability, constant perturbation,
harmonic perturbation, Fermi Golden Rules, Atom in a radiation field, Einsteinis A and B

coefficients, Plane electromagnetic waves, Electric dipole transitions, selection rules.

Unit - III ldentical Particles
Indistinguishability, Exchange degeneracy, Symmetric and antisymmetric wave functions for many
particle systems, spin and statistics, computation of interaction energy for two-particle system;,
Exchange interaction, Application to ground state ofa helium-like atom, structure ofwave function
lor excited states ol a helium-like atorn, Pauli exclusion principle (qualitative), collisions of
identical particles Allowed states of 2-particle systems.

Unit - IV Scattering theory

scattering cross section, Laboratory and center-of-mass coordinate systems, Translomation of
valiables from one system to another, Asymptotic behaviour, scattering by spherically symmetric
potentials, Partial waves and phase shifts, Partial wave expansion ofdifferential cross section, Total
cross section, Ramsauer - Townsend effect Scattering by a perfectiy rigid sphere, Scattering 6y a
square potential weli, Green's functions in scattering theory, Born approximation, Application to

scattering

by (i) a square potential well (ii) yukawa potential, Hyper geometrii functions.

Scattering in a Coulomb field (separation in parabolic coordinates), Rutheiford formula

Unit - V Elements ofrelativistic quantum mechanics
KIein - Gordon equation, Free particle solutions, Dirac equation for a free pafiicle, Free pa(icle
solution, Negative energy, Hole theory, Reduction of Dirac equation into covariant fonr, 6amma
matrices and their algebra, Existence of spin, Electromagnetic potentials in Dirac equation,
Existence of magnetic monent.
Books Recommended:

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Introduction to Quantum Mechanics:David J. Griffiths
Quantum Mechanics: L.l. Schiff
Quanrum Mechanics: J.L. Powell and Crasmann
Introduction to Quantum Mechanics: pauling and Wilson
Quantum Mechanics and Field Theon: B. K Agrawal
Quantum Mechanics: A.K Ghatak and S. Loknathan
Practical Quantum Mechanics: Flugge.
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Course Details of l\,I.Sc. Physics 2019-2021 (

302 ATOMIC & MOLECULAR

Max. Marks:

for Colleges)

PHYSICS AND NUCLEAR INSTRUMENTATION

85

Pass Marks : 29

Note: This paper has been divided into FIVE units. The paper will be set as per existing
examination norms covering uniformly all the units and providing to the examinee sulhcient choic!
in each unit.

Unit-l

Atomic Physics

Quantlrm states of one electron atom, atomic orbitals,. Hydrogen spectrum, spectra of alkali
elements, spin orbit interaction and fine structure of alkali spectra, normal and anomalous Zeeman
effect, Pschenback effect. Stark effect, two electron system, equivalent and non equivalent
elecrons, Pauli's exclusion principle, interaction energy, L-s and J-J coupling, Hyperfine siructure,
Iine broadening rnechan isms.

Unit- U

Rotational Spectra

Type of moiecuies: Linear. non-linear, symmetric top, asymmetric top, spherical top: rotational

spectra of diatomic tnolecules as a rigid rotator, energy level diagram and soectra, rotational spectra
of non rigid rotator, energy level diagram and spectra, intensitlof rotational lines, applications of
rotational spectra and pure rotational Raman spectra.

Unit

- III Vibrational

and Vibrational-rotational Spectra

Vibrational energy of diatomic molecules, diatomic molecule as a simple oscillator, its energy Ievel
diagram and spectrum, Morse potential energy curve, molecules ai vibrating rotator, vibration
spectrum of diatomic molecules, PQR branches, infrared spectrometry. vibrational Raman
spectroscopy, structure determination from Raman and IR spectroscopy.

Unit IV

Fluorescence Spectroscopy

vibronic interaction, Herzberg Teller theory, fluorescence spectroscopy, K-asha,s rule,
euantum
yield, non-radiative transition, Jablonski diagram, time resolvid fluorescence and detennination
of
excited state life time.

Unit-

V

Nuclear Instrumentation

Ioniation of matter by charge particles, interaction of electromagnetic mdiation with matter,
slopping power and range, photo electric effect, compton effect and pair production, radiation
detection, gas filled counters, solid state counters, scintillation
photoruJtiplier tube,

cerenkov detector, nuclear emulsions, Betatron, electron synchrotron"orni".,
and protbn synchrotron.
BOOKS RECOMMENDED

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Introduction to Atomic Physics: H.E.White
Fundamentals of Molecular spectroscopy: C.N.Banwell and E.M.McCash
Spectra of diatomic molecules: Hezberg
Spectroscopy Vol.l&ll: Waiker and Straughen
Nuclear Physics: Kaplan
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Course Details of M.Sc, Physics 2019-2021 (

PT 303

CONDENSED MATTER PHYSICS _ II

Max. Marks:

85

for

Colleges) f-',
!;/

pass Marks: 29

Note: This paper has been divided into FIVE units. The paper will be set as per existing
examination notms covering unifonnly all the units and providing to the examinee sufficient choice
in each unit.
Unit

-I

Point Defects and Alloys

Lattice vacancies, Interstials and their thermo dvnamical calculations, Features of point defects,
Color centers, Formation ofalloys, Order-disorder transformation, Elementaqr theory oforder

Unit-

II

Dielectric and Ferroelectric

Static poladzation: various types of polarization, Local fields, Clausius-Mossotti relation, Time
dependent polarization and dielectric relation, Lyddane-Sachs-Teller relation, Fen-oelectric
crystals, classification of ferroelectric crystals, polarization catastrophe, First and second order
phase transitions, Idea of antiferoelectricity, Piezo-electricity and feroelectricity
Unit

- Ill

Magnetic Properties of Solids

of paramagnetism and ferromagnetism, exchange integml and Heissenberg
interactio,l, Magnon and magnon dispersion relation, Antiferromagnetic and ferrimagneiic orders,
Anisotropy energy, Bloch Walls, Idea oflerrites
Quantum theory

Unit IV
Concept

of

Superconductivity

-

I

superconducting state, Thermodynamical propefiies

of

superconductors, London,s

equation and penetration depths, Magnetic properties and critical magnetic fields, Meissner effect,
Flux quantization, Microwave and infrared propefties, Colrerence length

Unit V

Superconductivity

-

II

Two flLrid model for superconducting state, Cinzburg-Landau theory, Basic features cf pipard,s
non local theory, elements of BCS theory of superconductivity, Isotope effect, Single pirticle
tunneling, DC and AC Josephson effects, Josephson tunneling, a eualitative description of high Tc

superconductivity

in

ceramic oxides.

BOOKS RECOMMENDED

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Introduction to solid state physics: Kittel
Solid state Physics: Ashcroffand Marmin
Solid State Physics: Epifanov

Superconductivity:Park
Intermediate quantum theory ofcrystalline solids: Animalu
Solid state Physics: Zimam
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Max. Marks:

Course Details of M.Sc. Physics 2019-2021

{Ior

Colleges)

MICROWAVE AND OPTICAL COMMLTI\ICATION
Pass Marks : 29

85

Note: This paper has been divided into FIVE units. The paper will be set as pei existing
examination norms covering unifonnly all the units and providing to tlre examinee su{ficient choice
in each unit.
Unit

-

Microrvave Generaton and Solid State Devices

I

Transit time effect at high frequency, failure of triodes/diodes at high frequency, concept of
velocity modulation and clrrrent modulation, Klystron, Operation and characteristic, Reflex
Klystron, Magnetron, Principle of operalion and microwave cltaracteristics of Cunn diode and
Impatt diode

Unit ll

Microwave Propagation and Components

Wave propagation in circular wave-guide, solution of wave equation in cylindrical coordiriates, TE
and TM modes in circular wave guides, TEM modes in circular wave guides, power transmission
and Iosses in circular wave guide, Cavity resonators, Wave-guide Tee's (Magic Tee), S-parameters

Unit III

Microwave [ntegrated Circuits

Characteristics impedance of microstrip lines, effective dielectric constant, Losses in microstrip
Iines, Dielectric losses, Ohmic losses, Radiation Losses, The quality factor Q of the transmission
line, microstrip line discontinuities, idea of capacitance and inductors, Idea of material used for
integrated circuit, Brief idea about microwave integrated circuit

Unit

-

IV

Optical Fibers

Basic optical laws and definitions, Optical fiber nodes and configuration, Mode theory for circular
waveguides, Solution of wave equation for index fibers, Power flow in step index fibres, Graded
index fibres, Modes in graded index fibres

Unit-

V

lntegrated Optics

ldea of modes in asymmetric planer wave guide, Strip waveguide, Phase modulators, Mach,
Zehnder interferometer modulator, Optical directional couplers, PIN diode photo detectors,
Avalanche photodiode detectors, ldea of optical fiber contmtrnication system

BOOKS RECOMMENDED

l.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Radio and eiectrical engineering: Terman.
Microwave devices and circuits: Lio.
M icrowave: At\\,arter.
Microwave Engineering: Rizzi.
Microstrip lines: K.C. Gupta.
Optical fibre system: C.K.Kao.
Optical fi bre cornrnunication: Kaiser.
Optical commr"rnication system: Cower.
Optical electronics: Ghatak.
An introduction to optical fibres : Cherian.
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Course Dctails of M.Sc. Physics 2019-2021 (

MATERIALS SCIENCE

-

for Colleges)

I

Max. Marks: 85

Pass Marks : 29

Note: This paper has been divided into FIVE units. The paper will be set as per existing
examination norms covering uniformly all the units and providing to the examinee sufficient choice
in each unit.

Unit-l

ClassificationofN4aterials

Types of materials: Crystalline, Polvcrystalline, Arnorphous (Introduction and their structure),
Elementary idea of polymers (structure and properties) methods of polymerization, Glasses:
Structure and properlies, Type of Glasses, Fracture in glasses, Composite Materials: Introduction,
their types and properties, Dilferent types ofbonding, Medulung energy for ionic crystal.
Unit - Il Phase Transitions
Thermodynamics of phase transformation, Free-energy calculation, I and ll order transformation,
Hume-Rothery rule, solid solution and types of solid solutions, Phase rule, One-, Two- component
systems, Eutectic and peritectic phase diagrarns, Lever rule, Phase diagrams of Mg-Al, Fe-C
Kinetics of transformation, Homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation, Growth kinetics.
Unit - III Dilfusion in Materials and Microscopy
Mechanism of diffusion, Energy of fonnation and motion, Iong distance motion, Rate theory of
diffusion, Einstein relation (relation between diffusivity and mobility), Fick's laws of diffusion and

solution

of Fick's second

larv, Kirkendal effect, Diffusion

of

vacancies

in ionic crystals,

Experimental determination of Diffusion coeffi cient.

Unit -

Mlastic

and Anelastic Behaviour

Atomic models for elastic behaviour, Elastic defonnation in single crystals, Elastic anisotropy,
Elastic constant and elastic moduli (Cubic system, isotropic body), Rubber like elasticity, anelastic
behaviour, Thermo-elastic effect and relaxation process, Idea of viscoelastic behaviour (SpringDashpot model), Determination ofelastic constant ofcubic crystals by ultrasonic wave prcpagation

V Exotic Materials
Structure and symmetries of liquids, liquid crystals and amorphons solids, aperiodic solids and
quasicrystals, definition and properties of nanostructured rnaterials, methods of synthesis of
nanomaterials, their characterization techniques, quantum size effect, idea of quantum well, wire
and !ors.
Unit-

BOOKS RECOMMENDED
1. Materials and Engineering. Raghavan
2. Introduction to Solids Wert and Thomson
3. Introduction to solids. L.V. Azaroff
4. Diffusion kinetics for atorns in crystals: Manning
5. Introduction to solid state Physics - Kittle
6. Elemgnts Solid State Phsics - Ali Omar.

7.
8.

The Physics ofQuasi Crystals - Steinhardt and Osrulond.
Hand Book ofNanostrucrured Materials and Nanotechnology (Vol I
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Course Details of M.Sc. Physics 2019-2021

(for

Colleges)

COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN PHYSICS I

Max. Marks: 85

Pass Marks : 29

Note: This paper has been divided into FIVE units. The paper will be set as per existing
examination norms covering uniformly all the units and providing to the examinee sulfrcient choici
in each unit.

Unit-[

CorrputerPeripherals

Introduction to computer, computer peripherals: input and output units, concept about central
processing unit; registers, register pairs, Timing and control unit, fetch and execute cycle,
memories: volatile and non-volatile memories, Differences between high and lowlevel languages,
Concept about compiler and interpreter

- ll Asscmbll Language Programming
concept of machine language, Assembly language and assernbler, Instruction set of g0g5, op-

Urrir

codes, Mnemonics, Instruction and data format, Addressing modes, Instruction set: data transier

group, arithmetic group, logical group, branch group and stack,
group, Programs based on these statements
Unit

- ili

I/o

and machine control

Operating Systern and Soft wares

of operating systems: MS-D0S, windows, Linux, concepts cf batch
processing, multi-programuring, timesharing, multiprocessing and real-tirne systems. operating
system services: User view and operators views; File management, File types, operation on filesl
Device directory, Access methods, Allocation methods and free space management. Directory
Historical perspective

systems.

Unit IV MS-Office
MS word: creating and editing word document, saving and printing of document, autofonrat.
formal paragraph, Iine spacing, space before and after paragraph, margins and gutters, page break,

repagination, sections, creating headers and footers, setting and clearing tabs, tu6l"
micro, mail merge creation, sorting and printing merge documents.

inr"rtiir,

,.. oi

MS Excel: creating and editing worksheet, entering and formatting numbers, dates, formulae,
referencing cells, single range, mixed, copying entries, autofill - numbers, dates. titne, proiecting
and un-protecting documents and- cells. Moving cells, copying cell, sorling cells oata, insertin!
rows and columns, deleting parl ofworksheet, changing column and row width,

Power Point: Power point basics, creating presentations, editing and moving text, formatting.

UniI _ V DBMS
Data_base file creation, editing, saving structure, entering, listing, rernoving, updating, softing,
searching and vierving records, closing database; seek, index, iort, time, date, maihematicii
firnctions, mathematical commands, control statemenls, do case, handling muliiple database files.

BOOKS RECOMMENDEI)

L
2.
4.
5.

Miciosoit office: Ron Manslield
FoxPro: RKTaxali
Windows 95 Made Easy by Tom Sheldon (Tata McGraw-Hill, New Delhi
lntroduction to Microprocessor by Mathur
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Course Details of M.Sc. Physics 2019-2021

(for

Colleges)

€}
COURSE DETAIIS

IVth SEMESTER (Januqry - June 2021)

PWSICS
Notc: Each course shall be of 100 Marks out of rvhich 15 marks are allotted to intemal assessment and 85
marks for University examination. Minimum pass marks are 05 for the internal asscssment and 29 for the
University examination.

THEORY COURSES

PT_401
Unit - I

Unit -ll
Unit -lll
Unit - IV

Unit-

V

PT 402
Unit I
Unil-

ll

Unit-

IV

Unit III
Unit V

- 403

PT

I
Unit ll
Unit III
Unit IV
Unit - V
Unit-

PT _

Nucl€us and its Properties
Two body Problems
Nuclear Models
Nuclear Decay
Nuclear Reactions
INSTRUMEN'I ATION and COSMIC RAYS
Measurement ofTemperature
X-Ray Spectroscopy and Crystal GroMh Techniques
Biomedicallnstrumentation
Elements of high-resolution spectroscopy
Cosmic Rays

STATISTICAL MECHANICS
Microcanonical Ensemble
Canonical Ensernble
Grand Canonical Ensemble - I
Grand Canonical Ensemble II
Fluctuations

4O4A INTEORATED ELECTRONICS

Unit Unit Unit Unit Unit PT

NUCLEAR PHYSICS

I
II
lll
IV
V

Materials fbr Integrated Circuits
Integrated circuit f'abrication technology
Growth ofThin Films
Diffusion and Ion Implantation
Monolithic circuit fabrication

- 4O4B MATERIALS SCIENCE _ II
Dislocation and piastic Delormation ofMaterials
-I

Unit

Unit ll
- UI
Unit IV
Unit - V
Unit

Transport Properties ofsoiids
Degradation ofmaterials, eiectronic propefties in magnetic field
Many Electron Prcblem in Solids
Electron Phonon Interaction and Superconductjvjty

_404C COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN PHYSICS II
Unit - I
Networking and Multimedia
Unit - Il
Computer Craphics - I (2-D)
Unit - IU
Computer Graphics - II (3-D)
Unit - Mimulation Programmes
Unit - V
Development of Scientific Solt r.vares
PT

LABORATORY COURSES
PL
PL
PL
PL

- 405
- 406A
- 4068
- 406C

General Laboratory
Electronics Laboratory
Material Science Laborator.y
Computer Science Laboratory
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Course Details of M.Sc. Physics 2A19-2021 ( for Colleges)

NUCLEAR PHYSICS

Max. Marks:

85

Pass Marks : 29

Note: This paper has been divided into FIVE units. The paper vrill be set as per existing
exanination norms covering uniformly all the units and providing to the examinee sufficient choice
in each unit.
Unit - I Nucleus and ils Properlies
The constitution ofthe nucleus and its general properties: Proton-electron hypothesis, Nucleus as a

quantum system, Proton-neutron hypothesis, Nuclear rrass, Basic components of mass
spectroscopy, Mirror nuclei and isotopic spin (introductor.y), Packing fraction and binding energies,
Nuclear radius- its determination and interpretation of results (experitnental details not requiied),
Natural radioactivity, successive radioactive translormation, mdioactive equilibrium, Gamorv
theory of alpha decay, nuclear spin, parity, magnetic moments, electric dipole and quadrupole
moments (experimental details not required).

Unit

-ll

Two body Problems

Binding energies and the saturation of nuclear forces. Charge independence ol nuclear force, The
ground state of the deuteron (centrai forces), Cornparison with experirnental data on deuteron, Spil
dependence of nuclear force, Tensor force, Neutron-proton scattering at low energies (belou
10MeV), Cross-section, Laboratory and center of mass coordinate systems, Scattering length, Spia
dependence of nuclear force, Singlet and triplet potentials, Eflect of chemical binding, -oherent
scattering ofneutrons by protons (scattering by ortho- and para-hydrogen), proton-proton scattering
at Iow energies (elementary theory), Exchange forces (elementary yukawa theory).

Unit

-lll

Nuclear Models

Liquid drop model, semi empirical mass fonnula, lsobaric rnass parabolae, Nuclear fission, The
mass and energy distributions of the fission products, The energy release in fission, Application of
liquid drop model to fission, Magic numbers, Single particle model of the nucleui, Spin-orbit
coupling, Application to prediction of spin and magnetic morrrents (Schmidt values).
Unit - IV Nuclear Decay
Beta particle spectra, The continuous spect,tl,,, NeLrtrino hypothesis, Ferrni theorl, of beta-deca),
(non-relativistic), Kurie plots, comparative half lives, Allowed and lorbidden transitions, Selection
rules, Symmetry laws and the non-conservation of parity in beta-decay, Gam:na transitions,
Multipole moments (mathematical results of theory to be assumed), selection rules, Intemai
conversion tqualimtive onlyt. Nuclear isomerism

Unit - V Nuclear Reactions
Conseryation laws for nuclear reactions, Q-value, The compound nucleus, Independence
hypothesis, Resonances, Single leveJ Breit-wigner formula, Direct reaction (introductory ideas
about stripping and pick-up reactions ),
Books Recommended:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Nuclear
Nuclear
Nuclear
Nuclear

physics: Kaplan
physics: Enge

physics: Evans
physics: Blatt and Wisskopf
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Course Details of M.Sc. Physics 2019-2021 (

for Colleges)

ft;'i'

INSTRUMENTATION AND COSMIC RAYS

Max. Marks:85

Pass Marks : 29

Note: This paper has been divided into FIVE units. The paper will be set as per existing
examination norms covering uniformly all the units and providing to the examinee sufhcient choici
in each unit.

Unit

-

I

Measurement of Temperature

Ternperature scales, mechanical temperature sensors, liquid filled sensors, platinum resistance
thennometer, principle and construction of resistance thermometer circuits, thermistors and its
measuring circuits, thermocouple and its circuits, solid state sensors, tetnperature measurement by
tadiation methods, optical pyrometers.

Unit II

X-Ray Spectroscopy and Crystal Growth Techniques

X-ray spectrum, X-ray generating equipment, monochromators- powder and single crystal
diffractometer, x-ray absorption meter, basic properties and uses of ESCA, elec.tron piobe
microanalyser.

Theories of crystal growth, GroMh of Single crystals from melt, czocharlski method, concept

annealing and quenching, Thin

film

of

deposition, vacuum evaporation and chemical vapour

deposition

Unit Ill

Biomedicallnstrumentation

Electrocardiography, ECG amplifiers. electrodes and leads, ECC recorder principles, types ofECG
recorders, measurement of blood flow, rnagnetic blood flow recorder, ultrasonic blood flow meter.
principles ofultrasonic measurenrent, basic rnodes oftransmission, ultrasonic imaging.
Unit

- IV

Elernents ofhigh-resolution spectroscopy

Principles of Mossbauer sDectrosaopy- applications of Mossbauer spectroscopy: chemical shift,
quadrupole effects, effect of magnetic field; spin resonance spectioscopy: niture of spinning
particles, interaction between spin and magnetic field, Larmor precession; iniroduction to magneti;
resonance spectroscopy and its applications.

Qualitative description of AFM, SEM and TEM.

Unit V

Cosmic Rays

Nature- composition, charge and energy spectrum of primary cosmic rays, production and
propagation of secondary cosmic rays, Rossi curve, cascade showers, physicil properties of
elementary particles, fundamental interactions and conservation laws, associated production and
strangeness, leptons and hadrons. Quark model-sU (2) and SU (3) rnultiplets, cillmann-okubo
mass formula-

BOOKS RECOMMENDED:
1.

2.
3.
4.

al
Biomedical Instrumentation: L.Cromwell
et al
-.Cromwetletal
PIasma Physics: F.F.Chen
Instrumentation devices and systems:
ystems: G.S.Rangan et al
Handbook of X-ray: Kelbel
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Max. Marks:

Course Details otM.Sc. Physics 2019-202t (

for

Collegcs) O
ktl

STATISTICALMECHANICS

85

pass Marks : 29

Note: This paper has been divided into FIVE units. The paper will be set as per existing
examination nonns covering uniformly all the units and providing
in each unit.

Unit-

I

1o

the examinee sufficient choice

Microcanonical Ensemble

of

Concept
phase spaces, Liouville's theorem, Concept of Gibb,s ensembles: micro canonical
ensemble, canonical and grand canonical ensetnbles. thenno dynamical potential functions and
their reiations, Parlition function of micro-canonical ensembles and its application to (a) classical
ideal gas (b) Gibb's paradox, Sackur Tetrode equation.

- II

Unit

Canonical Ensemble

Canonical ensemble, Maxwell Boltzmarrn distribution, Maxwell's distribution of velocities and
speeds, Boltzmann energy equipaftition theorem, Rotational and vibrational partition function,
Their application to diatomic molecules.
L

-lll

nit

Grand Canonical Ensernble I

Grand canonical partition function, Derivation

of

Bose Einstein statistics, Weak and strong

of Bose Einstein statistics to Bose Einstein condensation and phase
transition, Thermo dynamical properlies of an ideal Bose Einstein gas, Liquid heiiurn and its
degeneracy, Applications

propefties, Two fluid rrodel for liquid helium

Unit Mrand

Canonical Ensemble

.

- ll

Grand canonical parlition function and de|lvatives of FD statistics, Application of FD statistics tc
(a) FD degeneracy of electron gas in metals, Boltzmann transpoft equation and its application to
Sommerfeld theory of electrical conductivity and thermal conductivity: Weidemann-Franz law.
Unit

-

V

Fluctuations

Elementary discussion

of

fluctuations, Fluctuations

in

ensembles:

(Micro canonical, canonical,

grand canonical), one-dimensional random walk problem, Brownian motion, Electrical noise:
(Nyquist theorem).

BOOKS RECOMMENDED

l.
2.
3.

Statistical Mechanics: ESR Gopal
Statistical Mechanics: Huang
Statistical Mechanics: Mendle
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Max. Marks:

Course Details of M.Sc. Physics 2019-2021 ( for Colleges)

IN.aITEGRATED ELECTRONICS

85

pass

Marks:29

Note: This paper has been divided inio FIVE, units. The paper r.vill be set as per existing
examination norms covering uniformly all the units and providirg to the examinee sufl'rcient choici
in each unit.
Unit

-

I

Materials for Integrated Circuits

Electronic grade Silicon, Purification of metallurgical grade Silicon, Float zone crystal growing
method, czochralski rnethod, Silicon lapping and polishing and wafer preparation, vapor phasi
epitaxy, Liquid phase epitaxy. Oxidation: thermal, dry and wet, plasma oxidation.
Unit -

ll

Integrated circuit fabrication technology

optical lithography, photo mask, photo resist and process of lithography, idea of electron bearn and
X-ray Iithography, wet chernical etching, reactive plasma etching

Unit -

Ill

Crowlh of Thin Films

Evaporation theorl,, physical vapour deposition rnethoc, design constrlrction of high vacuum
coating unit, flash electron beam evaporation system, idea of D- spuner.ing systern, id-ea of thick

film circrritsUnit -

IV

Diffusion and Ion Implantation

Doping by diffusion, Idea of diftusion profile, Emor function and Gaussian profile methods, Ion

implantation, advantages and disadvantages of ion implantation, Neutron doping, Basic monolithic
integrated circuit, Fabrication of integrated and thin film resistor and capacito;s: their equivalent
circuits. lntegrered inducror.
Unit

-

V

Monolithic circuit fabrication

Fabrication of monolithic diodes in various configuration, fabrication of integrated transistors, ldea
of buried layer, fabrication, Monolithic circuit layout design rules, isolatio-n method, vonolittric
FET, Mos FET processing, advantages and limitations of MoS devices. cCD devices. Idea of
large and mediurr scale Integration.

Books Recommended:

l.
2.

Fundamentals of Electronics: Millman and Halkias
Fundamentals of Electronics. Botkar
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Max. Marks:

Course Details of M.Sc. Physics 2019-2021

MATERIALS SCIENCE

.

( for Collcges)

II

85

Pass Marks : 29

Note: This paper has been divided into FIVE units. The paper will be set as per existing
examination norms covering unifonrly all the units and providing to the exarninee suflrcient choici
in each unit.

Unit

I Dislocation and Plastic Deformation of Materials

concept of dislocation, Dis)ocation of Movement, Stress field and strain energy of a dislocation,
Forces on dislocation and between dislocations, Homogeneous nucleation of dislocations, Typical
tensile stress-strain curve, Strength of a material, Work hardening by impurity atoms, yield diops,
Shear strength of perfect and real solids, creeps and their mechanism, Toughneis, Fatigire,
Methods ofobserving dislocations (their introduction, merits and demerits).

Unit

- II

Tlansport Properties of Solids

Electrical conductivity of metals and alloys, Extrinsic, intrinsic semiconductors and amorphous
semiconductors, Scattering of electrons by phonons, impurity, etc, Relaxation time, iarrier
rnobiiity and its temperature dependence, Mathiesson's rule for resistivity, temperature dependence
olmetallic resistivity.
Unit-

lll

Degadation ofmaterials, electronic properties in rnagnetic field

Mechanism

of

oxidation, oxidation-resistant materials, conosion and protection against it,
of magneto-conductivity, cyclotron resonance: k-space inalysis ol motion in
uniforrr rnagnetic field, de Hass von Alphon eflfect, ultrasonic attenuation and skin eflfect.
Classical theory

Unit-lv

Many Electron Problem In Solids

Interacting electron gas; concept of rnany electron system, Thomas-Fremi rheorv" Hartree and
Hartree-Fock approximation, conelation energy, Lindhardt theory, and rhomas-Fenni theory of
screening, Plasma oscillations in free electron gas, Dielectric function of an electron gas in raniom
phase approximation, strongly interacting Fermi systern, Idea of Landa,r's quasi-particle theory
of
Ferrni liquid

Unit-V Electron Phonon Interaction And Superconductivity

of

electron with acoustic and optical phonon, polarons, Superconductivity,
energy gap, lsotope effect, Cooper pairing due to phononi, BCS theory,
Ginzsburg-Landau theory and applications to Josephson effect (D.c. and A.c. botJr), Macrosco'pic
quantum interference, vortices and rype II - Superconductors, Idea of high rc superconductivity.
Interaction

Manifestadon

of

BOOKS RECOMMENDED

i.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Introduction to Dislocations: Hull
Material Science and Engineering: Ragltwan
Solid Slate Physics: Ashcroft and Mormin
Introduction to Solid Slate Phvsics - Kittle
Introduction to Superconductivity - Roseinnes and Rhodrick

6.

Quantum theory of Solids -Kittel

7.

Theoretical Solid State Physic - Huang.
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Course Dctails of M.Sc. Physics 2019-Z0Zl (

for Colleges)

@

COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN PHYSICS II

85

pass Marks : 29

Note: This paper has been divided into FIVE units. The paper rvill be set as per existing
examination nonns covering uniformly all the Lrnits and providing to the examinee sufficient choici
in eacir unit.

Unit

-I

Networking and Multimedia

Network types of architecture: LAN, WAN, MAN topology, interfaces and devices, multimedia,
technique of data compression, voice, video, interactive vicleo-on-demand over the net, mobile
computing, Fundamental of network and tnanagement (NN4), elements of NM its need and
functiona] areas, configuration, performance and securify managements.
Unit

- II

Conputer Graphics

-.I

(2-D)

Types of graphic devices, CRT display, Randorn and raster scan graphics, DDA, Line drawing,
Algorithms, Bresenham's algorithms, cell encoding, Frame buffers, Raster addressing, Line an"J
character display, Transfonnation of points, Lines and objects, Homogeneous coordin-aie systems
and transformation matrices for various operations, Sequentiai transformations, Viewport plinning,
Window clipping, Window to Vieq'pod mapping, physical device cccrdinates,

Zooming

Unit

- Ill Computer Graphics

-

II (3-D)

3-D transformations: Translational, Rotational and Scaling; clipping in three-dimension, 3-D
viewing transformation, 3-D drawing: direct projection, quadratic surfaces, removing hidden

surfaces, drawing a cube and a sphere

Unit

-

IV Simulation Prograrnrnes

Knowledge about input, processing and output related to following problems for writing computer
programs and shorving results in the fonn of list or olots: charging of capacitor, DisJharging of
capacitor, Resonance in LC circuit, Drawing potential energy curve, programming for trapizoldal
rule and Simpson's l/3 rule. Expressing various shape *ave functions as a Fouriei series.
obtaining approximate numerical solutions to the simultaneous equations using Gauss Seidei
method.

Unit

-V

Development of Scientific Soft wares

Obtaining numerical solution to ordinary differential equations using different initial conditions;
Solution of schrodinger equation for different potential: potential weil problem in one- and three-

dimension, Interaction between two charged particles, penetration of tharge particles through a
potential barrier,

BOOKS RECOMMENDED

1.
2.
3.
4.

Computer graphics by S.Harrington
Computer graphics by D.Heam and p.M.Baker
Procedural elernents for computer graphics by D.F.Rogers

Numerical Colnputational rnethods

by

Patil anri Venla
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